
Power up your investment portfolio on your terms

Wealth Accumulation

GREAT
WEALTH ADVANTAGE

Enjoy 
up to 40% 

Welcome Bonus!
T&Cs apply.



#Lifeproof your investment and 
with up to 40% Welcome Bonus
Power up your investment and plan big for the future, for yourself and those you love. With a smarter investment 
strategy to grow your wealth on your terms, achieving your wealth goals comes with complete ease.

GREAT Wealth Advantage 2, a regular premium investment-linked plan, helps you achieve your financial goals 
in a simple, customisable way — with a range of specially curated funds professionally managed by our fund 
managers. Get greater value on your investment with Welcome Bonus1 of up to 40%* of your basic regular 
premium for the first year as well as Loyalty Bonus2 in the form of extra units. Plus, you will be protected against 
Death3, Total and Permanent Disability4 and Terminal Illness at no additional cost.

Start with monthly contributions from as low as S$200† and give yourself an advantage in your investment 
journey.

Why should you consider this plan?

Start strong with up to 40%* Welcome Bonus1

Let’s get you started right from day one. Enjoy Welcome Bonus1 and have your initial account 
value boosted by up to 40%* of your basic regular premium paid for the first policy year.

Greater potential returns over the years
Get Loyalty Bonus2 annually as a reward for sticking to your investment contributions. And say 
goodbye to policy fees after you’ve had the policy for 10 years, giving you greater potential returns.

Your investment, your way
Choose a premium term that suits you, starting from as short as 5 years. And if you need extra 
cash, you can make a partial surrender5 from your portfolio. You also have the option to take a 
premium holiday6 and resume premium payments when your finances stabilise. 

Stay in control with a suite of diverse funds
Our world-class fund managers have curated diverse funds for you, from a range of asset classes 
— including dividend paying funds. So whatever your risk appetite, there’s something for you to 
build your investment strategy towards your goals.

* With a minimum annual basic regular premium of S$12,000 for the first policy year under the full-pay policy. Different rates for the 
Welcome Bonus will apply where the annual basic regular premium for the full-pay policy is less than S$12,000 and for the 5-year 
limited-pay policy.

† Applicable to full-pay policy.



Here’s how GREAT Wealth Advantage 2 powers up your portfolio

Melissa gets a 40%‡ Welcome Bonus1

Her initial account value is boosted to S$16,800
– 140% of the basic regular premium paid for the first year.

Melissa starts receiving Loyalty Bonus2 annually
She receives Loyalty Bonus2 of S$235§

Loyalty Bonus2 increases as her investment grows over the years.

35
AGE

45
AGE

85
AGE

Scenario 1

Melissa redeems her 
funds for retirement
Upon surrendering 
her plan, she receives 
a potential payout of 
S$1,103,707ǁ.

65
AGE

Melissa
is a 35-year-old yoga instructor, married with a daughter. 
She wants to kick-start her wealth accumulation plan and signs up 
for GREAT Wealth Advantage 2. She chooses to invest in the 
full-pay policy with an annual premium of S$12,000.

  All figures in the above illustration are based on an Illustrated Investment Rate of Return (IIRR) of 8% p.a. and a fund management 
charge of 1.25% p.a., and are subject to rounding.

‡ The 40% Welcome Bonus will be payable with a minimum annual basic regular premium of S$12,000 paid for the first policy year 
under the full-pay policy. It will not be paid while the policy is on premium holiday.

§  Based on an IIRR of 8% p.a.. Based on IIRR of 4% p.a., the Loyalty Bonus is S$189.
ǁ  At an IIRR of 4% p.a., Melissa will receive a potential payout of S$548,900, and the total premium paid will be S$360,000.
¶  At an IIRR of 4% p.a., Melissa will receive a potential payout of S$1,292,086, and the total premium paid will be S$600,000.
 The two rates of return used (4% p.a. and 8% p.a.) are purely illustrative and do not represent upper and lower limits on the 

investment performance. The actual benefits payable will depend on the actual performance of the underlying assets of the funds. 
The performance of the funds is not guaranteed and the surrender value may be less than the total premiums paid.

7.73X
Total payouts received 

against total premium paid

3.06X
Total payouts received 

against total premium paid

Scenario 2

Melissa accumulates   
her funds for higher  
potential returns
Upon surrendering her plan, 
she receives a potential payout 
of S$4,642,936¶.



Notes and Disclaimers 

All ages specified refer to age next birthday. 

All figures used are for illustrative purposes only and are subject to rounding.

This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

The above is for general information only. It is not a contract of insurance. The precise terms and conditions of this insurance plan 
are specified in the policy contract.

As buying a life insurance policy is a long-term commitment, an early termination of the policy usually involves high costs and the 
surrender value, if any, that is payable to you may be zero or less than the total premiums paid. Investments in this plan are subject 
to investment risks including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Please refer to Fund Details and Product Highlights 
Sheet for the specific risks of the fund(s). Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. 

A Product Summary and a Product Highlights Sheet in relation to the fund(s) may be obtained through The Great Eastern Life 
Assurance Company Limited or its financial representatives. Potential investors should read the Product Summary and the Product 
Highlights Sheet before deciding whether to invest in the fund(s). Returns on the units of the fund(s) are not guaranteed. The value of 
the units in the fund(s) and the income accruing to the units, if any, may fall or rise.

In case of discrepancy between the English and Chinese versions, the English version shall prevail.

Protected up to specified limits by SDIC.

Information correct as at 24 January 2022. 

The Great Eastern Life Assurance Company Limited 
(Reg No.1908 00011G)
1 Pickering Street, #01-01 Great Eastern Centre, Singapore 048659
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Start a conversation with your Great Eastern Financial Representative today and 
power up your investment portfolio on your terms.

#Lifeproof your investment and 
optimise your potential returns

1  Credited into the policy in the form of extra units upon receipt of each basic regular premium payable for the first policy year. It will 
not be paid while the policy is on premium holiday.

2  For the full-pay policy, Loyalty Bonus payable is equal to 0.15% of the account value at the end of the policy year. It will be paid 
annually in the form of extra units from the end of the 10th policy year onwards. For the 5-year limited-pay policy, Loyalty Bonus 
payable is equal to 0.30% of the account value at the end of the policy year. It will be paid annually in the form of extra units from 
the end of the 5th policy year to the 10th policy year. Payment of the Loyalty Bonus for each policy year is subject to all the basic 
regular premium being paid up to date and there are no withdrawals in that policy year. 

3 The Death Benefit will be payable in one lump sum as follows, if the life assured dies:
(a) 105% of total basic regular premiums paid plus 105% of total single premium top-ups paid (if any), less 105% of total 
withdrawals (if any), including any withdrawal charges; or (b) account value, whichever is higher.   
If the life assured is diagnosed with a Terminal Illness or Total and Permanent Disability, the Death Benefit will be paid in one lump sum.

4 Coverage for Presumptive Total and Permanent Disability (TPD) is for the whole of the policy term, while coverage for other forms of 
TPD is till age 65. Presumptive TPD refers to a state of incapacity which is total and permanent and takes the form of:
(a) total and irrecoverable loss of sight in both eyes; (b) total and irrecoverable loss of use of two limbs at or above the wrist or 
ankle; or (c) total and irrecoverable loss of sight in one eye and the use of one limb at or above the wrist or ankle.
Please refer to the product summary for details on other forms of TPD.

5 Subject to partial surrender limits and charge.
6 Subject to premium holiday charge.

 


